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About This Game
Challenge your equation solving speed in this fast paced math game. Each round consists of three math problems: addition,
subtraction, multiplication. You must select the correct answer in the limited amount of time that would correctly answer the
equation. You can track the number of right and wrong answers by count and by assigned letter grades that change as you
progress. Select from multiple difficulty settings and restart at anytime to clear your progress and try to achieve 100%. With
endless levels, randomized math equations, multiple difficulty settings, and an easy to use interface Math Speed Challenge will
provide hours of challenges.
Features:
Endless Rounds
3 Problems Per Round
Addition, Subtraction, and Multiplication Equations
Multiple Difficulty Settings
Random Math Equations
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Highly disappointed in this game.
Thought it was a legit math\/achieve game and it's just achievo spam which is essentially a tragedy.
Although the math concept is simple and straight-forward, attaching the achievements to actual accomplishments would've
made this game about 350% better.
This game actually has the beginnings of a legit math learning system based on a timer and repetition. In other words, something
more attractive than writing down your math tables over and over.
Summary: Has the foundation for a straight-forward learning game but killed it with the achieve spam. All 5000 (O.o) achieves
popped on exit for me. What a waste of "could have been" (the game, not me. It's too late for me :P ). This math game is very
boring and not that hard to do. The achievements are nice. This is only good for kids first learning besides that don't get it.. I'm
going trough all my games and writing a review about each of them, no matter how crap they seem at first.
Here is my review for "Math Speed Challenge":
Math Speed Challenge ( or MSC for short ) isn't exactly a game, more like a crappy math test. As the name suggests it is a math
test where you have a certain amount of time to solve a set of questions ( Simple Math ). The difficulty selection is pretty
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 because the only difference between Hard and Easy is you have 4 seconds for Easy
and 2 seconds to answer for Hard.
The gameplay is pretty lacking aswell. You get a math question, and the only way to answer it is trough a 3x multiple choice
answer. Something that makes it really easy to guess wich is correct simply based on the last digit. So just for the actual game
this is pretty bad.
Now the main selling point is obviously the 5000 achievements which you get for doing jack all. This is basically a lazy excuse
of the developers to make an easy cash grab of people wanting easy achievements.
Final Opinion:
Do not, under any circumstances, buy this game if you are not looking only for the 5000 achievements.
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